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ABSTRACT

We describe two current projects with our toolkit for siting multiple observers on terrain. (Both observers and targets are
at some specified height above ground level. Observers can see targets, when not hidden by the terrain, out to a specified
radius of interest.) Siting the observers so that they are intervisible, i.e., so that the visibility graph is a connected set, is
the first project. The second project tests the effect, on the optimality of the multiple observer siting (w/o intervisiblity),
of reducing the map cell’s horizontal or vertical resolution. We lowered the resolution, sited observers optimally, then
computed those observers’ joint visibility index on the hi-res data. We observed that much less precise vertical resolution
is ok, but that reducing the horizontal resolution by even a factor of two leads to an observer siting with significantly
reduced joint visibility index, when evaluated on the hi-res data. Applications of multiple observer siting include siting
radio towers and mitigating visual nuisances.

1 INTRODUCTION

The results reported here are part of our extended project
that might be calledGeospatial Mathematics, to under-
stand and process terrain data, which means elevations
in this context. Previous results have included• a Trian-
gulated Irregular Network (TIN)program that can com-
pletely and quickly tin a1201×1201 level-1 USGS DEM,
(Franklin, 1973, 2001; Pedrini, 2000),• Lossy and loss-
less compressionof gridded elevation databases, (Franklin
and Said, 1996),• Interpolation from contours to an eleva-
tion grid, (Childs, 2003; Gousie and Franklin, 1998, 2003;
Gousie, 1998), and• a siting toolkit forViewshed and vis-
ibility index determination, (Franklin, 2002; Ray, 1994).
Current components of this effort include researching new,
compact, terrain representations, such as a “scooping”
operator, and approximation from known points with an
overdetermined Laplacian PDE. We are also studying op-
erations on terrain, such as lossy compression while main-
taining important properties, including gradients and visi-
bility.

For visibility, this project has moved beyond viewshed and
visibility indexes to study their applications, such as mul-
tiple observer siting, and limitations caused by finite hor-
izontal or vertical resolution. This paper extends our ear-
lier visibility work, including our siting toolkit, described
in Franklin (2000, 2004a,b) and Franklin and Ray (1994),
which also survey the terrain visibility literature. Notable
related research includes the analysis of the effect of ter-
rain errors on the computed viewshed in Nackaerts et al.
(1999) and Fisher (1992), and the relation of visibility to
topographic features studied in Lee (1992), and the pi-
oneering work of Nagy (1994). Line-of-Sight Technical
Working Group (2004) compared various LOS algorithms.
Caldwell et al. (2003) computed a complete intervisibil-
ity database, the viewshed of every point in a466 × 336
DEM. Champion and Lavery (2002) studied line-of-sight
on natural terrain defined by anL1-spline.

Consider a terrain elevation database (map cell), and an
observer,O. Define theviewshedas the specific terrain

visible fromO that lies within some radius of interest,R,
ofO. The observer might be situated at a certain height,H,
above ground level, and might also be looking for targets,
T , also at heightH above the local ground. Note that if
the observer and target heights are different then visibility
is not symmetric.

Since the line of sight fromO to T generally falls between
adjacent elevation posts, some interpolation rule is nec-
essary. Small changes in the interpolation rule can cause
large changes in the computed viewshed. That subject still
requires research since the correct choice depends on the
assumed terrain model. Assuming terrain to beC∞ (i.e.,
its derivatives of every order are continuous), is false. In-
deed among the most important terrain features are cliffs,
which are discontinuous. However, some assumption has
to be made.

Define thevisibility indexofO as the fraction of the points
withinR ofO that are visible fromO. Thesingle observer
siting problemis to site (i.e., find the location of)O so as to
maximize its visibility index. Themultiple observer siting
problemis to site a set of observers so as to maximize their
joint visibility index, i.e., the area of the union of their indi-
vidual visibility indexes. We may find either the minimum
number of observers to cover a specified area, or else the
maximum area covered by a given number of observers.
Covering all the terrain is probably impractical because of
isolated single points that are lower than all their neigh-
bors, and so are hidden from distant observers.

This multiple observer case is particularly interesting and
complex, and has many applications. A cell phone
provider wishes to install multiple towers so that at least
one tower is visible (in a radio sense) from every place
a customer’s cellphone might be. Here, the identities of
the observers of highest visibility index are of more inter-
est than their exact visibility indices, or than the visibility
indices of all observers. One novel future application of
siting radio transmitters will occur when the moon is set-
tled. The moon has no ionosphere to reflect signals, and no
stable satellite orbits. The choices for long-range commu-
nication would seem to include either a lot of fiber optic
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cable or many relay towers. That solution is the multiple
observer visibility problem. Mars also has no useful iono-
sphere, tho its satellites do have stable orbits. A related
application is to site the observers to minimize their visi-
bility, which is appropriate if they are visual nuisances that
we wish to hide.

The terrain data structure used here is a matrix of eleva-
tions, often a1201× 1201 USGS level-1 Digital Elevation
Model cell. The relative advantages and disadvantages of
this data structure versus a triangulation are well known,
and still debated; the competition improves both alterna-
tives. This current paper utilizes the simplicity of the ele-
vation matrix, which leads to greater speed and small size,
which allows larger data sets to be processed.

For distances much smaller than the earth’s radius, the ter-
rain elevation array can be corrected for the earth’s curva-
ture, as follows. For each target at a distanceD from the
observer, subtractD

2

2E from its elevation, whereE is the
earth’s radius. (The relative error of this approximation is(

D
2E

)2
.) It is sufficient to process any cell once, with an

observer in the center. The correction need not changed
for different observers in the cell, unless a neighboring cell
is being adjoined. Therefore, since it can be easily cor-
rected for in a preprocessing step, our visibility determina-
tion programs ignores the earth’s curvature.

The radius of interest,R, out to which we calculate visi-
bility, has no relation to the distance to the horizon, but is
determined by the technology used by the observer. E.g.,
if the observer is a radio communications transmitter, dou-
bling R causes the required transmitter power to quadru-
ple. If the observer is a searchlight illuminating diffusely
reflecting targets, then its required power is proportional to
R4.

In order to simplify the problem under study enough to
make some progress, this work also ignores factors such as
vegetation that need to be handled in the real world. We as-
sume that it’s possible, and a better strategy, to incorporate
them only later.

The ability to process large, hi-res terrain datasets is impor-
tant. Demonstration programs may be useless for real ap-
plications if their time and space requirements limit them
to toy datasets. Nevertheless, it is worthwhile to measure
how good are the results computed on low-res datasets.
For instance, the current state of battery technology lim-
its the computation and communication speeds of portable
devices, regardless of other hardware advances. For in-
stance, subject to various caveats, doubling a microproces-
sor’s speed doubles its power consumption.

2 OUR SITING TOOLKIT

This toolkit, whose purpose is to select a set of observers
to cover a terrain cell, consists of four core C++ programs,
supplemented with zsh shell scripts, Makefiles, and as-
sorted auxiliary programs, all running in linux.

1. VIX calculates approximate visibility indices of ev-
ery point in a cell. VIX takes several user parameters:
R, the radius of interest,H, the observer and target
height, andT , a sample size. VIX reads an elevation
cell. For each point in the cell in turn, VIX considers
that point as an observer, picksT random targets uni-
formly and independently distributed withinR of the
point, and computes what fraction are visible. That is
this point’s estimated visibility index.T ≈ 20 to 30
appears sufficient.

2. FINDMAX selects a manageable subset of the most
visible tentative observers from VIX ’s output, to be
called thetop observers. This is somewhat subtle
since there may be a small region containing all points
of very high visibility, such as the center of a lake
surrounded by mountains. Since multiple close ob-
servers are redundant, we force the tentative observers
to be spread out as follows.

(a) Choose an appropriate value forL, the desired
number of top observers. Experimentally,L ≈
800 suffices to cover 80% of the terrain, while a
95% coverage requiresL ≈ 3000.

(b) Partition the map cell into aboutL/K equal-
sized smaller blocks. Experimentally,K ≈ 2
is good.

(c) In each block, find theK points of highest
approximate visibility index (as determined by
V IX ). If there are more thanK points with
equally high visibility index, then selectK at
random (using a multiplicative hash function of
the point’s coordinates as a secondary sort key),
to prevent a bias towards selecting points all on
one side of the block. If a block has fewer than
K points, then return all its points.

3. VIEWSHED finds the viewshed of a given observer at
heightH out to radius,R. The procedure, based on
Franklin and Ray (1994) and Ray (1994), goes as fol-
lows.

(a) Define a square of side2R centered on the ob-
server.

(b) Consider each point around the perimeter of the
square to be a target in turn.

(c) Run a sight line out from the observer to each
target calculating which points adjacent to the
line, along its length, are visible, while remem-
bering that both the observer and target are prob-
ably above ground level.

(d) If the target is outside the cell, becauseR is
large or the observer is close to the edge, then
stop processing the sight line at the edge of the
cell.

One obvious “improvement”, when the target is out-
side the cell, would be to move the target in to the
edge of the cell before running the sight line. How-
ever, this would cause the computed viewshed to de-
pend slightly onR, which looks bad.
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Various nastily subtle implementation details are
omitted. The above procedure is an approximation,
but so is representing the data as an elevation grid,
and this method probably extracts most of the infor-
mation inherent in the data. There are combinato-
rial concepts, such as Davenport-Schintzel sequences,
i.a., which present asymptotic worst-case theoretical
methods.

4. SITE takes a list of viewsheds and finds a quasi-
minimal set that covers the terrain cell as thoroughly
as possible. The method is a simple greedy algorithm.
At each step, the new tentative observer whose view-
shed will increase the joint (or cumulative) viewshed
by the largest area is included, as follows.

(a) LetC be the joint viewshed, or set of points vis-
ible by at least one selected observer. Initially,
C is empty.

(b) Calculate the viewshed,Vi, of each tentative ob-
serverOi.

(c) Repeat the following until it’s not possible to in-
creasearea(C), either because all the tentative
observers have been included, or (more likely)
because none of the unused tentative observers
would increasearea(C).

i. For eachOi, calculatearea(C ∪ Vi).
ii. Select the tentative observer that increases

the joint area the most, and updateC. Not
all the tentative observers need be tested ev-
ery time, since a tentative observer cannot
add more area this time than it would have
added last time, had it been selected. In-
deed, suppose that the best new observer
found so far in this step would add new
areaA. However we haven’t checked all
the tentative new observers yet in this loop,
so we continue. For each further tentative
observer in this execution of the loop, if
it would have added less thanA last time,
then do not even try it this time.

3 MAINTAINING INTERVISIBILITY

This project sites the observers close enough that each ob-
server can “see” another observer, that is, contains some
other observer in its viewshed. Since the observer and
target heights are constrained to be equal here, this rela-
tion is symmetric. Further, we constrain thisintervisibility
graph to be connected. The algorithm modification is that
the greedy algorithm selecting observers selects only ob-
servers that are in the joint viewshed of the already selected
observers. Intervisibility forces the observers to be closer
together; therefore the joint visibility index of any given
number of observers is smaller, as plotted in Figure 1 on
the following page. Figures 2 and 3 show the joint view-
sheds for 60 observers. Circles indicate the radius around
each observer. In Figure 3, a line joins each pair of inter-
visible observers.

The map cell is the USGS Lake Champlain W level 1
DEM, with an elevation range of 1576m. The radius of
interest is 100 posts; the observer and target heights are
30m. Franklin (2004a) contains videos showing the joint
viewshed growing as observers are added.

4 REDUCING VERTICAL RESOLUTION

Terrain data is available in different resolutions, both hor-
izontal and vertical. Processing higher resolution data
should give more accurate results, but at a computational
cost. This section examines that tradeoff, on a rough
and mountainous 1 arc second National Elevation Data
Set (NED) downloaded from the USGSSeamless Data
Distribution System, with bounds (41.2822, 42.4899),
(−123.8700,−122.6882), on the California-Oregon bor-
der. The original size of the map was4256 × 4349, of
which we used the first1201 rows and columns. The test
scene, rendered with Povray, is shown in Figure 4. We
rounded the floating point data to a 0.1 meter vertical res-
olution and converted it to integer. We reduced the resolu-
tion as needed by dividing each elevation by the reduction
factor, rounding, and multiplying by the reduction factor.
In contrast to section 3 above, in these experiments, we do
not require that the observers be intervisible.

We tested the following combinations of(R,H): (80,10),
(100,5), (100,10), (100,30), (100,50), (300,10), (500,50).
We reduced the vertical resolution by the following factors:
1, 5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 250, and 500, resulting in resolutions
ranging from 0.1m to 50m. We studied the joint visibility
index resulting from siting 100 observers, and how much
worse was the result from using lo-res data, repeating each
experiment 5 times as follows.

1. Site observers on the hi-res data, computing their joint
visibility index, vh. Call this set of observersOh.

2. Site observers on the lo-res data, computing their joint
visibility index, vl. Call this set of observersOl.

3. Finally, transferOl back to the hi-res data and com-
pute their joint visibility index,vt, on the hi-res data,
to see how much smallervt is thanvh. That difference
is the effect of lowering the vertical resolution.

Figure 5 samples our observations, showing the joint visi-
bility index of 100 observers sited forR =100,H =5. The
hi res line plotsvh, which would be constant except for
the Monte Carlo algorithm for estimating visibility indices.
Thelo resline plotsvl as the vertical resolution is lowered.
The transferred resline graphsvt, also as the vertical res-
olution is lowered. Two conclusions follow.

1. The difference between the lo and transferred lines
shows how theaccuracy of the joint visibility index
computationis affected by using lo-res data. For a
10m resolution, there is no difference. Even for a very
poor 50m resolution, the difference is only a few per-
cent.
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Figure 1: Joint Visibility Indexes, With and W/o Requiring
Intervisibility, as Observers are Added

Figure 2: Joint Viewshed of 60 Observers on Lake Cham-
plain W, Without Intervisibility

Figure 3: Joint Viewshed of 60 Observers on Lake Cham-
plain W, With Intervisibility

Figure 4: Cell Used to Test Varying Horizontal and Verti-
cal Resolutions

Figure 5: Effect of Reducing Vertical Resolution

Figure 6: Effect of Reducing Horizontal Resolution
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2. The difference between the hi and transferred lines
shows how thequality of the observer sitingis af-
fected by using lo-res data. Even for a very poor 50m
resolution, the difference is only ten percent; siting
with lo-res elevations is poorer, as we would expect.

5 REDUCING HORIZONTAL RESOLUTION

Next, we tested the effect of reducing the map’s horizon-
tal resolution, using bilinear interpolation in Matlab, from
1201 rows and columns to 600, 400, and 300. We tested
these combinations of (R,H): (80,10), (100,5), (100,10),
(100,30), (100,50), (300,10), (500,50). When transferring
each observer sited on the lo-res map back to the hi-res
map, if possible, we placed it in the the lower right corner
of the window of possible observers.

Figure 6 samples our observations, showing the joint visi-
bility index of 100 observers sited forR =100,H =5. (In
this and the reduced vertical resolution tests, we set FIND-
MAX to return 1000 top observers, and set the block size
so each block had 2 top observers). For this experiment,
the 100 observers jointly could see 70% of the map cell.
As the cell was gradually scaled down from1201 × 1201
to 300 × 300, the computed joint visibility index changed
little, and often rose slightly. Perhaps the lo-res data has
fewer small hidden dips. However, when the observers
sited on the300× 300 cell were tested on the1201× 1201
data, a surprising phenomenon became apparent. The ob-
servers’ joint visibility index fell from 70% to 50%. Even
the 600 × 600 computation was 55% compared to 70%.
That is, how much a set of observers can see depends
strongly on the resolution at which that their siting is com-
puted. Even a factor of 2 reduction in linear resolution is
serious. This shows two different things:

1. Computing viewsheds with lo horizontal resolution
data is inaccurate.

2. Effective observer siting requires hi-res data.

We are now considering whether slightly perturbing the lo-
res observers’ locations when they are transferred back to
the hi-res map might increase their joint visibility index.

6 CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated multiple observer siting with in-
tervisibility, and experimented on multiple observer siting
w/o intervisibility while reducing the vertical and horizon-
tal resolution of the map cell.

We observed that even considerably reducing vertical res-
olution (from 0.1m to 10m) does not worsen multiple
observer siting. If this observation generalizes to other
datasets, then expensive efforts to maximize vertical res-
olution are not justified, at least for observer siting.

However, reducing the horizontal resolution had the oppo-
site effect. Siting observers on a cell with even a factor of

2 lower resolution produced a noticeably poorer joint visi-
bility index, when measured on the hi-res data. That is, if
our observations generalize, visibility index computations
and observer sitings must be computed on map cells of the
highest horizontal resolution possible.

Finally, the experiments that we report here, and many
other unpublished tests, are possible only because of our
very efficient (in both time and space) siting toolkit, which
has easily handled map cells with up to2000 × 2000 ele-
vation posts.

7 THE FUTURE

These experiments, and other experiments with our toolkit,
demonstrate the value of moving beyond mere viewshed
computation to multiple observer siting. Indeed often large
errors in viewshed computations do not significantly affect
the siting. This illuminates a great opportunity: how far
can this idea be pushed, to create faster, yet just as good,
applications of visibility?

Assorted small extensions are also possible, such as com-
putation of the joint viewshed for observers traveling along
specified routes, multiobserver siting so that each target is
covered by at leastK observers, forK > 1, and trajectory
planning of an observer to minimize or maximize the total
viewshed.

Another area for investigation is the connectivity of either
the viewshed, or its complement. Indeed, it may be suf-
ficient for us to divide the cell into many separated small
hidden regions, which could be identified using the fast
connected component program described in Nagy et al.
(2001).

There is also the perennial question of how much informa-
tion content there is in the output, since the input dataset
is imprecise, and is sampled only at certain points. A most
useful, but quite difficult, problem is to determine what, if
anything, we know with certainty about the viewsheds and
observers for some cell. For example, given a set of ob-
servers, are there some regions in the cell that we know are
definitely visible, or definitely hidden?

Finally, the proper theoretical approach to this problem
would start with a formal model of random terrain, which
is usually formed by running water. E.g., local maxima are
common but local minima almost nonexistent. Then we
could at least start to ask questions about the number of
observers theoretically needed, as a function of the param-
eters. Until that happens, continued experiments will be
needed.
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